EarthWalk
Digital AC-SMART Switching System

Models AC-SMART & AC-SMARTBAR10

AC-SMART
The EarthWalk AC-SMART™ Switching System monitors electrical consumption and allows for the charging of laptop batteries with no manual switching or timer required. AC-SMART decreases heat and electrical stress while proportionally distributing power to where it is needed.

The new AC-SMART is an “Intelligent AC Switching System.” It not only prevents the overloading of the electrical circuit, but using our new rev3 AC circuit board it monitors the AC draw to turn on as many outlets as possible to help charge all laptops as quickly as possible. The AC-SMART features (4) Four sensing/switching input outlets & (2) Two always-on outlets for peripherals.

AC-SMARTBAR10
(10) Ten-outlet power strip
The AC-SMARTBAR10™ is an EarthWalk-manufactured 10-outlet AC power bar with an offset outlet alignment which provides additional spacing when needed for larger AC supplies and adapters.

- 3.5” x 22” x 1.5” with AC power cord
- US NEMA 5/15 male

Select enough quantity to provide your customer with the available outlets they need in their cart solution:

Use (2) Two AC-SMARTBAR10
- FC16
- MM18
- MM20

Use (3) Three AC-SMARTBAR10
- FC24
- MM24
- MM26
- MM30

Use (4) Four AC-SMARTBAR10
- MM32
- MM36

Warranty: 3 years parts and labor